
Burritt, Arthur

From: Burritt, Arthur
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 6:51 PM
To: Lew, David; Clifford, James
Subject: FW: Inspector Visit

For your information and use.

The email below demonstrates our commitment to staff development as well as coordination and support
between DRP and DRS

From: Doerflein, Lawrence
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2010 7:49 AM
To: Balian, Harry
Cc: Burritt, Arthur; Schroeder, Daniel
Subject: RE: Inspector Visit

Harry,

Thanks for supporting Gladys. Ever since she started her rotation, Gladys has wanted to go into containment
at a plant in an outage. It wouldn't have happened without your help.

I agree with your comment about her comfort level in the plant. She's been on a couple of inspections and has
jumped right in and been productive. Some day she may end up, in a region, but until then someone in HQ has
to work with SNAP and TRACE. Maybe she could solve the Salem voiding issue for us.

Thanks again,

Larry

From: Balian, Harry
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2010 8:48 PM
To: Sheehan, Neil; Doerflein, Lawrence
Cc: Burritt, Arthur; Schroeder, Daniel
Subject: Inspector Visit

Gladys had a productive day - this was her second visit here - she did two weeks last fall. She accomplished
the following:

* participated in a meeting with the SRI and Licensee regarding buried AFW piping;
* her first CTMT entry;
* observed core offload from the refueling bridge. Rode the bridge for 4 or 5 bundles.
* toured all three levels of CTMT and inside the bioshield

J* observed. core offload from the spent fuel pool
* observed the 18:30 OCC brief
* observed core offload activities in the Unit 1 control room
* observed the site of our buried AFW pipe and latest tritium issues

Gladys appears comfortable in the plant and interacts easily with plant staff, Her talents may be wasted at HQ.

Some action photos attached for Neil's use:
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* 21 - Unit 1 Rx Vessel head
* 25 - Beneath a steam generator
* 27 - PZR Relief Tank
* 29 - Spent Fuel Pool

Harry Balian
'(856) 339-1041 -offic
(b)(6)
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